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THE HEAD OF THE BRIARD 

A dog's 'type' is established by the character of its head. 
The head of a Briard presents particular features quite 
different from those of other Shepherd breeds. Even a 
sheared Briard can be recognized by his head which cannot be 
mistaken for that of a German Shepherd, Belgian Shepherd, 
Collie or Bouvier. An alert judge notes automatically right 
from the head examination, where he usually starts, if the 
subject he is examining has good 'type' or lacks 'type' -- 
even before taking interest or giving attention to the rest 
of the examination. 

The head gives the specific features of the breed, and governs 
to same extent the shape of the thigh and shoulder, which in 
turn determine the rump and the length of the body -- every-
thing is connected to give a general effect of balance. In 
case of disharmony between these diverse units, the animal 
lacks form (which is not the same thing as to lack type or 
character) and thus brings out a reminder of former un-
desirable breeding in the past. 

The Briard must have a strong head -- 'long enough' says the 
standard; .  a powerful skull, not too flat. However, the fore-
head line should not be too arched. 

By comparing the result of measuring with the visual outlook, 
one finds that the length of a good head multiplied by 2.5 
gives about the height at the withers. When the result is 
less than the height, the specimen can be considered as having 
a small head. We believe there is no objection to a slightly 
longer head, especially when the animal has a tendency to a 
longer line appearance -- and subject to the condition that 
it never gives an effeminate look. Above all, no pointed 
nose, nor narrow nose, nor narrow skull. 

Here are the figures for the well built average specimen, 
correct in their proportion: 

Height at withers: 	24" -- Head: 91/2r 
29 	 10" 
26" 	 10-318" 
26-7/8" 	10-3/4" 
27-7/8" 	11-1/8u 

A ratio of 2.6 to 1 between the height and the head shows a 
very short head. The splendid and sculptural head of a very 
large male champion of after-wartime, shows a ratio of 2 .45 
to 1. But let's keep in mind that in persuance of proportion, 
the general appearance of an animal would be, in accordance 
with the standard, better proportioned with short lines and a 

Short head and long lines with a long head. 

Even rid of its cover of long hair, when wet for example, 
the Briardis head must always give an impression of re-
flective strength and not giie the appearance of "plowing 
the air". For this result; outside of a sufficient width, 
one must look for straight angles and parallels. Nothing 
should be slanted or cone-Shaped as in a German Shepherd. 

The nose must end in a right angle whether viewed from the 
side, the top, or the front. The silhouette with hair and 
whisker should be made of two rectangles. One larger for 
the skull, the other smaller for the nose. 

One can draw a rough diagram with two parallelepiped 
rectangles of equal length -- only differing by width and 
height -- laid end to end on the same level. 

The poll must be straight -- not arched -- parallel to an 
imaginary line from the skull. 

The stop -- or connection between the forehead and muzzle, 
must be well pronounced and exactly midway between the end 
of the nose and the ridge of the eccipit, on the level with 
a line connecting the eyes. 

The occipital ridge or 'hunting bump' well prominent, shows 
the attachment of a strong muscular neck which again makes 
a right angle with the skull. 

The Briard's head must be sculptured or take penalty for 
lack of distinction. Therefore no jowl, soft thick arched 
masses on the side of the head, under the eyes or temples. 

The nose must always be black. Any trace of depigmentation 
cannot be over penalized, as this is a serious fault. 

The lips, fairly thick, should have trim lines, neatly con-
nected without folds at corners which would allow saliva to 
drool continuously as in a St.Bernard and other massive 
types in general. 

The rim of the lips and eyes must always be black without 
depigmentation. 

Regarding the teeth, the standard specifies: well-fitting 
teeth -- which does not mean teeth meeting. The lower jaw 
must never overlap in front of the upper (undershot when 
mouth is closed the teeth must fit together in the front. 
The under front teeth muA be inside, in-back of and exactly 
against the upper edges without space. 
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The incisors, as the name indicates, are made to cut, not to 
grind. One does not make seamstress scissors with cutting 
edge meeting each other as those of cutting tongs, but as they 
shut, one blade slides over the other. If the lower incisors 
are forward to the point that the edge meets evenly with the 
upper, they knock and grind each other. Result: premature 
wear leading to decay and destruction. 

But it is still understood that when the lower teeth are so far 
back as to leave a space, as little as it may be, between the 
upper and lower, the dog is 'overshot', which is as bad as 
being undershot. In any case, the teeth and their brightness 
-- as the standard points out, a sign of good health -- are 
necessary qualities on which we won't dwell because they are 
not peculiar to the breed. 

The eyes ar parallel, well apart, never slanted. The four 
corners of the eyes are on the same level. Big, wide open, they 
must always be of a dark color -- brown or black. Some accept 
them if they blend with the coat color: brown with reddish 
cast with a light coat. But this is only a tolerance, because 
there are individuals with light coat having eyes as dark as 
the best black dogs. In our opinion it is best to look for 
dark eyes every time. The pigmentation of the rim is no less 
important. No matter What the coat color, even the lightest 
allowed, the eye rim must be black or very dark. 

The amber and light brown eye must be absolutely eliminated 
for breeding, and a reddish brown cast will take higher 
penalty for a black dog than for a fawn colored one (which 
will take a lesser penalty, but nevertheless a penalty). 

As for the 'wall-eye' that is partially or completely blue: 
although tolerated for the beauceron with a marbleized coat, 
the the blue collie, it is definitely forbidden for the Briard 
with a similar coat. 

The ears must be set as high as possible, have a thick leather, 
be firm at the base. The external ear must be dry and stiff. 
The low set ear gives a common expression because it makes the 
head appear arched, which is a fault. The soft limp ear that 
Ttannot stay erect even when cropped and the dog is alert, is a 
penalty. Uncropped, it must never be as long as a beagle ear, 
or lay flat against the cheeks like that the of spaniels. 

Aside from obvious aesthetic values of the cropped ears, a dog 
with long hair and flap ears is prone to all kinds of annoying 
ailments: catarrh and canker. Ears cropped and cleared get 
a better ventilation that prevents stale dampness, and is the 
best means to avoid trouble. 

One could argue the point whether it would be advisable to 
try to get a naturally erect ear as in the German Shepherd 
or Belgian Shepherd. This could only be obtained by cross-
breeding, which might bring on bad results to other special 
peculiarities of Briards, or add physical or moral dharacter - 
istics which the Briard does not need, and which might be a 
fealt instead of a good quality. The breed is too well 
established, too istinciv iom other breeds to legalize 
such freakish ideas. 

Dated examples of French Shepherd dogs with long hair and 
naturally erect ears are not conclusive enough to prove this 
theory, for it has not been found that they belonged to pure 
bred species; furthermore they had short hair on the face. 

Extract from a study commenting on the standard of the Berger 
de Brie by F. Legendre aniJ. Bregi. 

Reprinted from the bulletin of the Club des Amis du Briard. 

Graciously translated from the French by Clairette Hinehman, 
Haddonfield, New Jersey for the Briard Club of America. 

COPY DEADLINE - NOVEMBER 28th 

DON'T DELAY 

SEND YOUR GREETING 

COPY TODAY 	 

Again as we did last year, we will be accepting adver-
tising in the form of Christmas Greetings for the 
December issue of the DEW CLAW. This is an inexpens- 
ive way to send greetings to all the members of the 
Briard Club of America. 

!Rh COST IS SMALL .. 1/4 page $2.00 1/2 page $3.00 
Full page ..$5.00 

pictures $1.00 extra 

Send copy to Harold A. Marley, 3940 W. 96th Street 
Indianapolis, Ind. 46268 

Make checks payable to BRIARD CLUB OF AMERICA and 
enclose with your copy. 

COPY DEADLINE - NOVEMBER 28th 
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It is with profound regret that we must inform 
you of the death last month of Cameron Hayward of 
Alhambra, California. Breeder, exhibitor, and 
ardent booster of Briard affairs, Mr. Hayward 
was one of the mainstays of the California 
Chapter of the Briard Club. His loss will be 
deeply felt by the Briard fancy. 

Dr. Riser visits the K. C. of Northern N. J. 
Selma Grodjesk 
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NEW MEMBERS 

Mrs. Elizabeth Keeler, 1 Meadowbrook, Pueblo, Colo. 

Robert Simmons, 42 Sunset Trail, Fairport, N. Y. 
Miss Jayne Smith, P.O. Box 506, Paulsbo, Wash. 98370 
Mrs. Judith Rubin, 171 West 57 St., New York. N. Y. 

The perplexing question of hip dysplasia 
was the subject of Dr. Wayne Riser's talk to the 
Kennel Club of Northern New Jersey, recently. 
For some time, his Department at the University 
of Pennsylvania School of Veterinary Medicine has 
been probing the mysteries of this skeletal fault, 
so common to large dogs. It is to these findings 
that our attention is called. 

It was not tbo long ago that the German Shep-
herd Dog was considered practically the exclusive 
victim of HD. (This misconception arose solely 
from the availability of vast numbers of X-rays 
resulting from the demand for this breed by the 
Military) In time, the Golden Retriever Club of 
America felt it had sufficient cause to become 
concerned, and , 5 years ago, initiated a Hip 
Dysplasia Control Program, subsequently expanded 
to include other breeds. Currently it is the 
Standard Schnauzer that is the object of greatest 
concern. In reality, HD has been rearing its 
ugly head for many, many years among all dogs 30 
pounds and over. 

Before Dr. Riser commenced this project 7 
Years ago, he was under the impression that HD 
was transmitted by certain studs, but evidence 
that the disease was confined to certain bloodlines 
seemed to be lacking. Rather were the following 

observations noted: 
1. Large, poorly muscled dogs are apt to have 

HD; bone structure being of far less consequence 
than originally thought. i.e., the more muscle 
around thigh and rump, the less HD ( as in Grey-
hounds where they are bred for racing). Thus, 
when muscle mass is reduced, HD begins to appear 
(as in Greyhounds ia Finland, where racing is 
illegal). 

2. The bones of German Shepherds are almost 
identical! The contrast in incidence of HD in 
the two breeds is due instead, to the striking 
difference in volume of muscle---a genetic factor, 
not a product of exercise. 

3. Breeds and bloodlines that gain and 
mature most rapidly have the highest incidence of 
HD. Although this is also a genetic factor, over-
stuffing and over-exercising of pups should be 
avoided. 

4. HD is never found at birth but is apt to 
be present between the 8th and the 20th week, 
when unfortunately, it can rarely be recognised. 
After six months, by the way, HD cannot be induced, 
not will it progress. 

5. There is no correlation between gait and 
mild degrees of HD. (The more severe grades are 
not prevelent). 

The osteoarthritis, secondary to and caused 
by HD, can, however, progress, creating pain and 
lameness previously absent. This usually stabil-
izes by the time the animal is a year old. 

Therefore, in order to proceed in the dir-
ection of eliminating dysplastic dogs, Dr. Riser 
recommends: 

I. Restriction of breeding to normal parents 
with: 

A. Greater muscle mass 
B. Tendency to produce slow-maturing 
offspring. 

II. Selection of breeding stock should be 
delayed until 1 year at which time certifi- 
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cation* can be made (based on 14 x 17 X-rays 
which will automatically include the stifle, 
the developement of which has direct bearing 
on that of the hip). 

* See, in this issue: News Release, 8/22/66, 
HIP DYSPLASIA CONTROL REGISTRY OPENS. 

HIP DYSPLASIA CONTROL REGISTRY OPENS 

The first pelvic radiograph to be processed by 
the staff of the Orthopedic Foundation for Animals, 
Inc. (OFA) for certification by the Hip Dysplasia 
Control Registry was received this week. The 
radiograph is now being scrutinized by the council 
of veterinary radiologists who assist the OFA with 
its work. 

The Orthopedic Foundation for Animals, Inc. is 
the newly formed non-profit corporation established 
with the aim of controlling and eliminating mus-
culoskeletal diseases in animals. The immediate 
concern is the control of canine hip dysplasia. 
The OFA was founded by a group of dog breeders 
and enthusiasts interested in the skeletal health 
of dogs. The project is an outgrowth of the Hip 
Dysplasia Control Program which has been operated 
so successfully by the Golden Retriever Club of 
America for the past four years. 

The objectives of the OFA are: 

1. To collate and disseminate information con-
cerning diseases of the bones and muscles, 
especially hip dysplasia. 

2. To advise and encourage the establishment 
of control programs to lower the incidence 
of orthopedic diseases. 

3. To encourage and finance research in ortho-
pedic diseases. 

4. To receive funds and make grants to carry 
out these objectives. 

who wish to have dogs examined. The results of 
examinations will be held confidential between the 
council of scrutinizers, the veterinarian taking 
the radiograph, and the owner. The process for 
certification is as follows: 

1. An owner who wishes to have a dog certi-
fied as free from hip dysplasia will write to the 
Orthopedic Foundation for Animals, Inc. and request 
application form and instructions for having a 
pelvic radiograph examined. 

2. The application form and instructions for 
the owner's veterinarian as to the size, type, 
identification and quality of the radiograph and 
positioning of the dog will be sent to the applic-
ant. 

3. After the radiograph is taken, the owner will 
send it with the completed application form and a 
fee of $10.00 to the OFA for examination. It is 
advised that the radiographs of the dogs be made 
in duplicate since the copy submitted to the OFA 
will become a permanent part of the record and 
will be used in overall studies for the benefit of 
all dogs. 

4. The radiograph will be screened under the 
supervision of the Project Director, Dr. Wayne H. 
Riser, associated with the School of Veterinary 
Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania. If 
properly identified and of diagnostic quality, the 
radiograph will be sent to a council of veterinar-
ians trained in orthopedic radiology for indepen.) 
dent opinions. From these a concensus opinion 
will be prepared and sent to the owner and to the 
veterinarian who took the radiograph. 

5. A certificate of approval will be issued 
for all dogs having no radiographic signs of hip 
disease, and for those that do not qualify a 
letter of explanation describing the hip abnor-
malities which prevented the dog from being cert-
ified will be sent to the owner and to the veter-
inarian who took the radiograph. 

Participation in the Hip Dysplasia Control 	 The OFA will be governed by a Board of Directors 
Registry will be voluntary for owners and breeders 	 with the assistance of liaison representatives 
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from all participating breed clubs. The German 
Shepherd Dog Club of America was the first group 
to vote to support the activities of the OFA. 
Inquiries and radiographs from members of this 
breed association began coming in this week, 
following announcement of this program in their 
club publication, the German Shepherd Dog Review. 

All breed clubs and interested individuals are 
invited to make.iiiquiriea and participate in the 
activities of the OFA. Inquiries about control 
programs and requests for application forms for 
pelvic radiograph examinations may be addressed tO: 

Orthopedic Foundation for Animals, Inc. 
and 

Hip Dysplasia Control Registry 
Post Office Box 8251 
Phila., Pa. 19101 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Peinarde de Marha owned by 
Mr. & Mrs. James C. Zaccaro 

BOA MATCH 

The Fall Match of the Briard Club of America 
was held September 17th at the beautiful home of 
Mrs. C. A. Gingell, Flemington, N.J. The weather 
was sunny and pleasant, but only George Morren 
and two of the Briards considered it warm enough 
to take advantage of the beautiful pool. 

Our Judge for this event was Mr. Alan Goldstein, 
breeder and exhibitor of German Shepherd Dogs. We 
had an entry of ten Briards, results as follows: 

Puppy 3 mos. to 6 mos. 

1. Peinarde de Marha owned by James Zaccaro 

Puppy 6 mos. to 9 mos. 

1. Phydeaux Poupee de Marha, A. M. Tingley 

2. Le Rol de la Gaillarde, Mrs. J. Perlmutter 

3. Patou de la Montagne, Mrs. Arlyne Dichter 

Best Puppy - Phydeaux Poupee de Marha 
Novice Class 

1, Dodo of Alpen, M. L. Tingley 

Open Class 

1, Alphonse des Grand Plods, Jay Ordan 

2, Noel Chez Phydeau, John Miller 

3. Oceane, George Morren 

Best Adult - Alphonse des Grand Plods 

Specials Class 

I. Ch. Matador Chez Phydeau, C.D., Charles Cook 

2. Ch. Ike de Vasouy, M.L.Tingley 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
/ 0. 



There will be Briards in competition at the 
following shows. 

Oct. 16 
22 
23 
29 
30 

Evansville K.O., 	Evansville, Ind. 
Gloucester Co., 	Sewell, N. J. 
South Jersey K.C.,Vineland, N. J. 
Queensboro K.C. 	Jamaica, N. Y. 
Bronx County 	Bronx, N. Y. 

Nov. 6 Union County Elizabeth, N. J. 
19 Sussex Hills Morristown, N. J. 

Dec. 10 K.C. of Phila., Philadelphia, Pa. 
111 Camden County Camden, N. J. 
17 Eastern Dog Club Boston, Mass. 
18 Worcester Co., Worcester, Mass. 

Feb. 13/14 	Westminster Kennel Club, 	New York City 
Apr. 1/2 	International Kennel Club,Chicago, Ill. 

COMING SHOWS 

We are expecting a large entry at both the 
Westminster and the International Shows. PLEASE 
remember to get your entries in immediately for 
the Westminster Show, and see that your Briard is 
qualified. Premium List will be out in November. 

Judges for the 91st annual Westminster Kennel 
Club Show have been announced. Judging Briards 
will be Mr. Robert A. Kerns. Working Group will 
be judged by Len Carey; and Mt. Percy Roberts 
will select Best in Show. 

At the International Kennel Club in Chicago, 
the following judges will preside in 1967. 

Briards: Mr. Maxwell Riddle 
Working Group; Mr. William L. Kendrick 
Best in Show: Mts. Augustus Riggs, IV 

To date we anticipate three class bitches, one 
class dog, and three specials for the Westminster 
Show in 1967. Remember your dog must have at 
least one championship point to be eligible to 
compete, and he must have received this point no 
later than 60 days prior to the date of the show. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Phlair de Marha 
owned by Mr. & Mrs. Harold Marley 

Westbury Kennel Assn. 	10/2/66 

Puppy Dogs 
6 	Eileen and Jerome Perlmutter. LE ROI DE LA 

GAILLARDE, WA733505 Breeder, Grace W. Norgaard 
By Yvan de la Gaillarde - Xenia de la Gaillarde 

Open Dogs 
5 	Jay Ordan. ALPHONSE DES GRAND PIEDS, WA642156 

Breeders, Phyllis and Eugene Levitt. By Neron 
de la Haute Tour - Ayala's Undomiel. 

WINNERS, DOGS. First 	Reserve  In  

Puppy Bitches 
7 	James C. Zaccaro. PEINARDE DE MARHA, WA721040 

Breeder, Harold Marley. By Ch. Nestor de 
Vasouy - Brigitte de Marha. 

8 	A. M. Tingley.PHYDEAUX POUPEE DE MARHA, WA719811 
Breeder, Harold Marley, By Ch. Nestor de Vasouy 
- Marha Magie de la Brie. 

Open Bitches 
9 	M. L. Tingley. NANIE DE LA HAUTE TOUR, WA538101 

Breeder, Jean Gambier. By Harry du Terroir - 
Iadine de Maugrevent,, 

WINNERS, BITCHES. First  I Reserve  I BOW 5?  
Best of Breed  '?  Best of Opposite Sex  .5  
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LOGANSPORT KENNEL CLUB - LOGANSPORT, IND. SEPT.17,1966 
BRIARDS 

Judge — Mr. Hollis Wilson 

BRIARDS. Puppy, Dogs 

11 Mrs. R.1-1. Englehart. Prince Valiant de Marha. WA707740. Feb. 18, 1966. Breed-
er, Harold Marley. By Ch. Nestor de Vasouy—Marha Magie de la Brie. 

WINNERS DOGS. First 	Reserve 	 Points 	Dogs 	 

BRIARDS. Puppy, Bitches 
/ 13 Harold Marley. Phlair de Marha. WA7I5996. Feb. 16, 1966. Breeder, Owner. By 

Ch. Nestor de Vasouy--Marha Magie de la Brie. 

BRIARDS. Open, Bitches 
12 Harold Marley. Mcrrha Magie de la Brie. WA372310. July 11, 1963. Breeder, 

James H. and Helene M. Acton. By Haro de Vasouy—Jarnine du Vol du 
Multien. 

WINNERS BITCHES. First. /3 	Reserve  12  Points../ 	Bitches 	 

BEST OF WINNERS No 	 

Best Briard No. /3 
	

Best of Opposite Sex No././ 

GREATER LAFAYET.rt K. C. - LAFAYEriE, IND. SEPT.18, 1966 
BRIARDS 

Judge — Mr. Robert Waters 

BRIARDS. Puppy, Dogs 
11 Mrs. R. H. Englettart. Prince Valiant de Marha. WA707740. Feb. 18, 1966. Breed- 

er, Harold Marley. By Ch. Nestor de Vasouy—Marha Magie de la Brie. 

WINNERS DOGS. First 	Reserve 	 Points 	Dogs 	 

BRIARDS. Puppy, Bitches 

13 Harold Marley. Phlair de Marha. WA71.5996. Feb. 16, 1966. Breeder, Owner. By 
Ch. Nestor de Vasouy—MarhaMagie de la Brie. 

BRIARDS. Open, Bitches 
12 Harold Marley. Mcrrha Magie de la Brie. WA072310. July Li , 1 1963. Breeder, 

James H. and Helene M. Acton. By Ham de Vasouy—Jamine du Vol du 
Multien. 

WINNERS BITCHES. First  ilit4   Reserve /3  Points./ 	 Bitches 	 

BEST OF WINNERS No 	 

Best Briard No. AI 	 Best of Opposite Sex No.. /I/ 

Hoosier Kennel Club, Indpls., Ind. 
BRIARDS 

h Oct. 1 , 1966, dge:  Mr. Edward D. McQuown. 

BRIARDS. Puppy, dogs. 
, 11 Mrs. R. H. Englehart. Prince Valiant De Marha, WA707740 Feb. 16, 1966. 
/• 	Breeder, Harold Marley. By Ch. Nesto. De Vasouy—Marha Magie De La Brie. 

WINNERS, DOGS. First g 

	

0   Points 	 Dogs 

/3. 

BR1ARDS. Puppy, bitches. 

' 
Florise M. Hogan. (Florise M. Hogan, handler). Flogan Phay De Marha, 
WA734777 March 31, 1966. Breeder, Harold A. Marley. By Ch. Nestor De 
Vasouy—Brigette De Marha. 
Harold Marley. Phlair De Marha, WA715996 Feb. 16, 1966. Breeder, Owner. By 
Ch. Nestor De Vasouy—Marha Magie De La Brie. 

BRIARDS. Open, bitches. 
Harold Marley. Marha Magie De La Brie, WA372310 July 11, 1963. Breeders, 
James H. and Helene M. Acton. By Haro De Vasouy, C.D—Jamine Du Val Du 
Multien. 

/ 10 John W. Davies, Jr. Niobe Chez Phydeau, WA505281 Oct. 19, 1964. Breeder, .  
Arthur M. Tingley. By Ch. Ike De Vasouy—Ch. Pinot Noire Des Coteaux. 

WINNERS, BITCHES. First /t2,   Reserve ? 	Best of Winners, No /0  

	 Points 	 Bitches 

Best Briard, No /0 	 Best of Opposite Sex, No ././  

NIOBE CBEZ PHYDEAU - FOURTH IN GROUP 

TERRE HAUTE, 10. SHOW OCT. 2, 1966 was a repeat 
of the Lafayete Show, with Mr. Henry Stoecker 
judging. 

SAGINAW VALEY K.C.- SAGINAW MICH. OCT. 8, 1966 
BRIAliDS 

Judge — Mr. Percy Roberts 

BRIARDS. Puppy, Bitches 
/ 12 Harold Marley. Phlair de Marha. WA715996. Feb. 16, 1966. Breeder, Owner. By 

Ch. Nestor de Vaeouy—Marha Magie de la Brie. 
2.16 Marilee G. Clark. Priceless De Marha. WAJ707735. Feb. 16, 1966. Breeder, 

Harold Marley. By Ch. Nestor De Vasouy—lvlarha Magie De La Brie. 

BRIARDS. Open, Bitches 
11 Harold Marley. Marha Magie De La Brie. WA372310. July 11, 1963. Breeder, 3 	James H. and Helene Acton. By Haro De Vasouy CD—Jamine Du Vol Du 

Multien. 
213 Jane R. Cook. Ole de la Haute Tour. WA774983. June 6, 1965. Breeder, Madame 

J. Gambier. By Marco de la Haute Tour—Kyna de la Haute Tour. 

15 Mrs. Carl Ruby. Arlette Des Grand Pieds. WA648153. July 15, 1965. Breeder, 
Phyllis and Eugene Levitt. By Neron De La Haute Tour—Ayala's Undomtel. 
Handler, Geo. Burmeister. 

17 John W. Davies jr., Niobe Chez Phydeau. WA.505281. Oct. 19, 1964. Breeder, 
Arthur M. Tingley. By Ch. Ike De Vasouy—Ch. Pinot Noire Des Coteaux. 

WINNERS BITCHES. First /  7/   Reserve /3   Points 	 Bitches 	 

BRIARDS. Specials Only 

)4 
 

14 Charles B. Cook. Ch. Matador Chez Phydeau CD. WA933050. April 7, 1960. 
Breeder, Arthur M. Tingley. By Ch. Ike De Vcrsouy—Ch. Pinot Noire Des 
Coteaux. Dog. 

Best Briard No 
	

Best of Opposite Sex No 	 

/. 
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PROGRESSIVE DOG CLUB OF VLAWDEO., Inc. OCT. 9,1966 
DETROIT, MICH. 	 BRI 

Judge — Mr. Robert G. Wills 

BRIARDS.Ruppy, Bitches 
12 Harold Marley. Phlair de Marha. WA715996. Feb. 16, 1966. Breeder, Owner. By 

Ch. Nestor de Vcr.icuy—Marha Magie de 1.a Brie 

/ 16 Marilee G. Clark. Priceless De Marha. WA707735. Feb. 16, 1966. Breeder, 
Harald Marley. By Ch. Nestor De Vasouy—Marha Magie De La Brie. 

BRIARDS. Open. Bitches 
.2., 11 Harold Marley. Marha Magie De La Brie. WA372310. July 11, 1963. Breeder, 

James H. and Helene Acton. By Haro De Vasouy CD—Jamine Du Val Du 
Multien. 

	

3 13 Jane R. Cook. Ole de la Haute Tour. WA774983. June 6, 1965., 	Breeder,. Madame 
J. Gambier. By Marco de la Haute Tour—Kyna de la Haute Tour. 

/ 15 Mrs. Carl Ruby. Arlette Des Grand Pieds. WA648153. July 15, 1965. Breeder, 
Phyllis and Eugene Levitt. By Heron De La Haute Tour—Ayala's Undomiel. 

hi 17 John W. Davies Jr., Niobe Chez Phydeau. WA505281. Oct. 19, 1964. Breeder, 
Arthur M. Tingley. By/Ch. Ike De Vcrsouy—Ch. Pinot Noire Des Coteaux. 

BEST OF WINNERS No../c 

WINNERS BITCHES. First /5- 	Reserve 1/  Points 	 g.   Bitches 	 

BRIARDS. Specials Only 

	

7..) 14 Charles B. Cook. Ch. Matador Chez Phydeau CD. WA333050. April 7, 1963 	 
Breeder, Arthur M. Tingley. By Ch. Ike De Vasouy—Oh. Pin.ot Noire Des 
Coteaux. Dog. 

Best Briard No.  / 	 Best of Opposite Sex No 	 

WEST COAST EXHIBITORS 

PLEASE SEND SHOW REPORTS TO THE DEW CLAW... 



evonwIllinlIMMINIpmweimpimmmill.0■0^  

HAROLD A. MARLEY 
3940 W. 96th St. 
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46268 

RETURN REQUESTED 
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